Cyclodidepsipeptides with a promising scaffold in medicinal chemistry.
Among the large family of cyclodepsipeptides, the simplest members are the cyclodidepsipeptides which have an ester group and an amide group in the same six-membered ring. To point out the pharmacological potential of this class of compounds, the present article reviews structure, isolation, synthesis and biological properties of the known cyclodidepsipeptides. Synthesis of cyclodidepsipeptides is achieved by two general approaches--by initial formation of the amide bond, or initial formation of the ester bond; and subsequent intermolecular cyclization to cyclodidepsipeptide structure. It is closely related to the condensation and ring-closure strategies applied in the preparation of the larger members of the cyclodepsipeptide family. However, due to synthesis of the smaller heretocycles it allows for the use of more versatile building blocks. There are data on antimicrobial, antioxidant and immunomodulatory activities of cyclodidepsipeptides as well as their inhibitory activities toward α-glucosidase, acyl-CoA:cholesterol acyltransferase, xanthine oxidase and platelet aggregation. Because we have recently found that two 6-(propan-2-yl)-4-methyl-morpholine-2,5-diones, as novel non-purine xanthine oxidase inhibitors, may give promise to be used in the treatment of gout, in this review we have included a study of molecular interactions of the selected cyclodidepsipeptides with xanthine oxidase using idTarget web server. Cyclodidepsipeptides showed promising pharmacological activities and meet all criteria for good solubility and permeability. However, further research of their medical application is necessary. In addition to this, the diversity of natural cyclodidepsipeptides, simplicity for synthesis and convenience for rational drug design indicate the cyclodidepsipeptide as promising scaffold in medicinal chemistry.